
Pollution and Transportation 

Length: 70 mins 

Age Group: 6th-8th Grade 

Materials Needed: construction paper, markers, yarn, hole puncher, journals, 
tambourine 

Standards: History 2, 3, 5, 9, 10 
Standards – Arts: Dance 1, 3, 4, 6, 7 

Learning Objectives: Performance Tasks for this Lesson: 
The Student Will: 

Assessment Criteria for this lesson: 

How will you introduce your lesson’s concept? 
• We are going to dive straight into the activity (after a warm up) in 

an “outrageous lesson plan” style and introduce the topic 
afterwards. 

Why are you studying this? 
• It is an essential topic in today’s environment. 

Integrated Activities: 
Exploration Activity: 

Cognitive Affective Artistic

Understand how 
population and cars 
affect air pollution 
How to remedy this 
problem using 
carpooling and public 
transportation

Follow directions 
Cooperate 
Work together

Demonstrate circular 
pathways 
Free and bound 
movements 
Locomotor (walk, slide) 
Non-locomotor (shake)

An oral quiz where they 
analyze how the activity 
represents real life.

Tell them there are 
consequences for not 
following directions.

In the oral quiz, they 
will answer questions 
about how their specific 
movements benefited 
their understanding.



• After a brief warm-up, where we move the desks, have the kids find 
their own space, and teach them the essential movements needed 
for the later activities (walk, slide, circular pathways, shaking, free 
& bound energy), we will have do the Kaleidoscope warm up 
activity.  Paige and I will demonstrate and then they will do the 
activity on their own.  

Target Activity: 
• Next we will organize people into People, Cars, and Pollution (use 

signs for each role).  First the People will enter the floor and they 
will move freely around the room.  But then, we will release the 
Cars.  For every Person, three Cars will circle around them, because 
it is estimated that every household in America has three cars.  At 
this point, the People will stop and only use non-locomotor 
movements.  As the cars circle them, their movements will still be 
fairly free, but getting more 4bound.  Then we will release the 
Pollution, who will make a giant circle around everyone.  They will 
slide in a circle with free movements, like gas.  The pollution will 
taunt the people, moving in on them slowly.  The people will 
respond by becoming more and more bound with their movements. 
Before the activity gets out of hand, Paige and I will tell them to 
freeze.   

Culminating Activity: 
• Now we will have them redo the previous activity, but instead of 

each Person being by themselves, we will group four of them 
together.  Four people together will still only require 3 cars because 
they carpool.  We will send in a quarter of the pollution we sent in 
before, and this time they won’t enclose the People.  The rest of the 
kids will watch, and we will ask them to explain what has happened.  

Assessment: 
Reflection questions: 

• We will give an oral exam asking them: 
What happened?  
Logistically, do they think carpooling is a feasible way to lower 

pollution?   
What about taking advantage of public transportation?   
What are examples of public transportation?   
How can we make people more aware of the pollution problem?   
How can we get people to carpool more, or can we?   
What else can we do to fix this problem?  
Which setting has more pollution, urban, suburban, or rural, and 

why?    



Start to Finish: 

1. Set up gym 
2. Write Questions on the board:  

a. Explain pollution in your words/pictures 
b. What things cause pollution? 
c. Is carpoolinag producing less pollution than driving individually?  

Explain your answer 
3. Students come into the classroom and sit down 
4. Hand out Journals, have students write name and date 

a. Journal Format: name, date, one page per question 
5. Give ten minutes for journaling 
6. After journaling, share with a partner 
7. Ask if anyone wants to share 

a. Three people share, one for each question 
8. Break up into groups of four  
9. Explain Kaleidoscope Activity 

a. “We are moving into the gym.  We are doing an activity called 
Kaleidoscope.  In your group of four, you will be responsible for 
remembering four shapes, two nonlocomotor movements and 
two locomotor movements” 

b. Who remembers what a locomotor movement, nonlocomotor 
movement is? 

c. After the Kaleidoscope activity, we will be doing a pollution 
activity, which will incorporate ideas from this activity as well as 
from your journaling” 

10.Move to the gym 
11. Explain Boundaries 

a. gym area 
b. self space/general space 

12.Get into groups of four  
a. Have them create four shapes; one at a time 

i. Teachers give demonstration: no actual touching 
ii. “Remember your shapes” 

b. Add tambourine, go from shape to shape (eight counts each) 
c. FREEZE: Demonstrate the movements they will do: walk, twist, 

jump, stretch 
d. Practice movements with tambourine (eight counts each) 
e. MAKE SURE THEY REMEMBER 
f. IN PLACE: Alternate walk, shape 1, twist, shape 2, jump, shape 

3, stretch, shape 4 



g.  “Now we are going to repeat this, but you can move around the 
room.  After you do your fourth shape, you will have sixteen 
counts to get into your first group shape.  You will hold each of 
your group shapes for eight counts” 

h. Do the activity 
i. If it isn’t quite successful, do it again. 

13.Talk about free vs. bound.  Like how when they’re in general space 
they can move around, whereas they are bound in their groups 

14.“Now we’re doing our next activity” 
15.Everyone sits down.   
16.“This is a pollution activity.  There will be people, cars and pollution.  

For every one person, there will be three cars surrounding them, 
because for every one new car that is driven, there are three times as 
many miles travelled, and essentially one person is driving three cars 
at once.  If you are given a people sign, you are to do non locomotor 
movement.  The cars surrounding each person can move in a circle 
around the person.  The circle can be big or small, as long as it is in 
the space.   If you have a pollution sign, you can move freely using 
locomotor movements in the space.   

17.Demonstrate/give out signs 
18.Eight counts for the people to find spot 
19.Eight counts for non locomotor movement 
20.Eight counts for the cars to find your person 
21.Eight counts to circle/locomotor movement 
22.Eight counts for pollution to find their space 
23.Sixteen counts for locomotor movement 
24. Sixteen counts of faster locomotor movement 
25.Sixteen counts to move in closer 
26.Sixteen counts to move in closer 
27.Sixteen counts to invade move around the cars. 
28.FREEZE: SIT DOWN 
29.Do it again, with music, by themselves 
30.Sit down 

a. How did you feel? 
b. What was going on? 
c. Generally get them to understand what went on… 

31.Go back to original spots 
32.Redo with carpools 
33.Do not allow pollution to cross into their space 

a. Eight counts for people to come to the space 
b. Eight counts for people to move 
c. Eight counts for cars to come out 
d. Eight counts for cars to move 



e. Eight counts for pollution to come out 
f. Sixteen counts pollution to move around  

i. Pace will stay the same 
ii. Slow down. 

1. Eight counts of slower 
2. Eight counts of even slower 

34.STOP.  REDO WITH MUSIC 
35. Sit down, explain what happened, ask them to explain what they did 

and how they felt. 
36.Have them journal their thoughts, what they learned.  


